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Inierpkmetary origin of geomagnetic activity in the declining
phase of the solar cycle
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Abstract, Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and plasma data are contpared with ground-based
geomagnetic Dsr and AE indices to determine the causes of magnetic storms, substor-[ns, and quiet
during the descending phase of the solar cycle. In this paper we focus pJ imarily on 1974 when the
AZ index is anomalously high (~ = 283 nT). This year is characterized by the presence of two
long-lasting coro[a[ing streams associated with coronal holes. lhe corot:~ting streams interact with
the upstream low-velocity (300-350 km s-]), high-density heliospheric current sheet (} ICS) plasma
sheet, which leads to fielcl compression and -15- to 25-nT hourly averape values. Although the B:
component in this corota[ing interaction region (CIR) is often <-10 nl’, typically the i-leld
clirectionali[y is highly variable, and large southwud components have durations less than 3 hours.
Thus the corototing streart~/lICS plasma sheet interaction region can cauie recurring moderate
(-100 nT < Dst Z -50 nl’) to weak (-50 nl’s Dsts -25 nT) storms, and sometimes no si~gnificant ~),, ,,
ring current activity at all (l~st >-25 nT). Storms of major (Dst s -100 nT) intensities ~er& not ‘
associated with CIRS. Solar wind energy is transferred to the r[lagnetos~)here via rnagne[ic
reconnection during the weak and moderate storms. Because the B: component in the interaction
region is typically highly fluctuating, the corresponding stcmn main pha~e profile. is highly
irregular. Reverse shocks are sometimes present at the sunward edge of the CIR. Because these
events cause sharp decreases in field magnitude, they can be responsible for storlrl recovery phase
onsets. I’he initial phases of these corotating stream-related stm ms are caused by the incremcd
ram pressure associated with the HCS plasma sheet and the further density enhancerncn[ fronl the
strearn-strearn compression. Although the solar wind speed is generally low in this region of
space, the densities can be well over an order of magnitude higher than ttle average value, leading
to significant positive Iht values. Since there are typically no forward shocks at 1 ALJ :Issocla[ed
with the stream-stream interactions, the initial phases have gradual onsets. The most dralnatic
geomagnetic response to the corotating streanis are chains of consecutive substorms caused by the
southward components of Iarge-arnplitude Al fv&n waves within the hod} of the corotating streams.
This auroral activity has been-previously named high-intensity long-dur; tion continuous ~E
activity (HIL.DCAAS). l’he substoml activity is generally most intense rlear the peak speed of the
stream where the Alfv6n wave amplitudes are. greatest, and it decreases with decreasing wave
amplitudes and stream speed. F,ach of the 27-day recurring HI[.,DC.AA events can last 10 days or
more, and the presence of two events per solar rotation is the cause of the exceptionally high AL’
average for 1974 (higher than 1979). HII,DCAAS often occur during the recovel-y phase of
magnetic storms, and the fresh (and sporadic) injection of substorrn energy leads to unusually long
storm recovery phases as noted in Dst. In the far trailing edge of the corotatirrg strean(, the IMF
amplitudes become low, <3 nT, and there is an absence of large-amplitude fluctuations (Al fvLn
~wavcs). This is related to and causes geomagnetic quiet. There were three major (Dsr <-100 nT)
storms that occurred in 1974. Each was caused by a nonrecurring moderate speed strealrl led by a
fast forward shock. The mechanisms for generating the intense interplattetcar-y B, which were
responsible for the subsequent intense magnetic storms was shock compl ession of preexisting
southwardly directed BZ (11$) for the two largest events and a magnetic cl{md for the third (weakest)
event, F,ach of the three streams occurred near a HCS crossin~ with no obvious solar optical or
X ray signatures. It is speculated that these events may be associated with flux openings
associated with coronal hole expansions. In conclusion, we present a model of geonlagtlc[ic
activity during the descending phase of the solar cycle. It incorporates storm initial phases, main
phases, HILDCAAS, and geomagnetic quiet. It uses some of the recent Ulysses results. We feel
that this model is sufficiently developed that it may be used for predictic)ns, and we encourage
testing during the current phase of the solar cycle.

Introduction
Recently, considerable attention has focused on the
interplanetary and solar causes of geomagnetic storms (here we
use the Gon:ale: ef al. (1994] definition of a magnetic storm as an
ei,ent with substantially negative Dsr ) [ha~ have occurred at and
near solar maximum [Gonzalez and Tsuru(rmi. 1987; Burlaga er
al., 1987; 7Juni(ani et al., 1988, 1992; Tang ef al., 1989;
Gonzalez et al., 1989, 1992, 1994; Gosling et al., 1990, 1991;
floeksema and Zlmo, 1992; Crooker et al., 1992a; Farrugia el al.,
1993a, b; Tsurukmi and Gonzalez, 1995a]. Almost all of the large
storm events were associated with fast ejects that have impinged
upon the Earth’s magnetosphere, The mechanisms causing the
geomagnetic activity have been shown to be compressed
southward directed rr~agne[ic fields (B$) behind interplanetary
shocks [7surufmi ef al., 1988] or southward fields within the
rnagnctic cloud [Budaga, et al., 1981; Klei~l and Burlaga, 1982]
portion of the driver gases (see Gorrzale: ef al. [1994] for a
r e v i e w ) , htagnetic rcconnec[ion [Durrgey, 196 1] be[ween the
interplanetary and magne[opausc fields is the crrergy transfer
mechanism creating the storms.
I)uring the descending phase of [he solar cycle, high-velocity
solar ejects occur less frequently, and corotating high-speed
streams occur more often [Feyrrrnm and Gu, 1986]. I’he
corotating streams have been associated with polar coronal holes
[Krieger et al., 1973, 1974; Tirnorh,v er al,, 1975] that have
extended to latitudes close [o the ecliptic plane [Burkga ef al.,
1978]. Because the holes are (relatively) fixed ar the Sun, the
high-speed streams “corotate” with the Sun’s -27 day rotation rate
[Timothy et al,, 1975].
It has been known for a long time [Lkrrrels, 193S; Chapman
and Ilar!els, 1940; Dessler and Fejer, 1963] that moderate level
geomagnetic activity can occur with a -27 day period, Clearly, it
is the corotating streams [Butfaga and Lzpping, 1977; Sheeley
er al., 1977; Budaga e[ al., 197 S], the preceding heliosphenc
current sheet (HCS) crossings [Smith et al., 1978], or the strearnstream interaction regions [Belcher and Davis, 1971; Pi~o, 198S]
that are responsible for such geomagnetic activity. It is the
purpose of this paper to determine what solar wind plasma and
magnetic field features are responsible for geomagnetic storms,
substorms, and geomagnetic quiet during the descending phase of
the solar cycle when the corotating streams dominate in
occurrence rate over fast ejccta. There are severai reasons to
expect that the cause of geomagnetic activity will be considerably
different than during solar maximum. The coro[ating streams are
not expected to have embedded magnetic clouds with intense
southward fields, Also, because the plasma is continuously
emitted from [he coronal holes, fast forward (and reverse) shocks
should only form at the corotating interaction region (CIR)
boundaries [Srnifh and Woffe, 1976]; for example, see Figure 13 of
Belcher and Davis [ 1971]. Pioneer 10 and 11 observations have
shown that fast forward shocks associated with corotating streams
typically do not form until -1.5 AU from the Sun, and reverse
shocks not until -2.5 AU [Smirh and Wolfe, 1976]. The absence
of a forward shock at the antisolar edge of a fast stream and a
-27-day recurrence of the stream has been used to iden{ify such
corotating structures.
This paper will attempt to build on previous solar wind works
which have dealt with the plasma density enhancements near
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heliosphere current sheets [Delcher md Drrvis, 1971; Burlaga et
al, 1978; Elorrirri et al., 1981 ], high-speed cototating streams
adjacerr[ to the HCS plasma sheet [Sheeley ef u1., 1976, 1977;
Gosling ef rI[,, 1976] (these structures have been called HCS
plasma sheets by Win/erhalrer er al. [1994]), rnagne[ic sector
structures or heliospheric current sheets [Ness and \Vilco~, 196.l;
Wilcox and Ness 1965; .%ilh et al., 1978], high-speed corotating
streams adjacent to the [lCS plasma sheet [.Sheeley er al., 1976,
1977; Gosling ef al., 1976], and stream-stream magnetic field
compressive effects [Burkrgn et d., 1977, 1978]. The purpose of
this paper will be to put the above structures into context and to
specifically address the nature of the interplanetary rnagne[ic field
(lLMF) B: component, which will be shown to be the primary
factor in causing geomagnetic activityflack of activity during the
descending phase. of the solar cycle.

Data Selection and Method of Analyses
We have selected three years during the descending phase of
solar cycle 20 for this study (1973- 1975). This particular interval
was chosen because of the presence of two long-lasting coronal
holes that provided corotating high-speed streams in the
interplanetary medium [}lansen et al., 1976; Burkrga er cd,, 1978;
T$uru/ani et al,, 1982: I,indbld and Lundsted(, 1983; Linrfb{nrf,
1990], Although all three years have been analyzed, for purposes
of illustration we will focus primarily on the. data from 1974. This
year contains the cleanest, most unambiguous examples of
recurring streams and is representative of the three years of study,
In order to perform this study, both low temporal resolution
(-1 hour) and high-resolution (seconds to mintr[es) magnetic field
and plasma data ~re used. The former will be used to illustrate Ihe
large-scale tinling features of the high-speed streams and HCS
plasma sheet events, and the latter to study the delailed causes of
the southward B: (Z?$) events, We have used the OMNI 1 -hour
averages of the interplanetary parameters for the former and have
also obtained high-resolution IMP 7 and 8 plasma and magnetic
field data from the National Space Science Data Center, Goddard
Space f-light Center, for the latter. Because the IMP spacecraft
are Earth-orbiting, there are interplanetary data gaps when the
satellites enter the magnetosphere/magnetotail,
These gaps
unfortunately cannot be avoicled. For the high-resolution data, the
gaps are filled with straight lines. Ds/ (1 hour) and AL? (2,5 rein)
indices are used to indicate geomagnetic storm activity and
substorm activity, respectively. The 2.5-rein AE indices were
averaged to 1 hour where appropriate, Dst has been shown to be
linearly related to the total ring current particle energy by .$ckopke
[1966], and we use this index as a proxy for the latter. Three-hour
ap indices are shown as well, These indices were. obtained from
the World Data Center A (WDC-A), Boulder, Colorado,
We use the WDC-A uncorrected Ds~ indices throughout the
paper. Intervals such as the initial phases of storms can be better
studied without introducing pressure corrections; thus our usage of
raw values, It should be noted, however, that for some main
phase intervals, the uncorrected values can depart from the
corrected values. Thus some storm intensities might be greater
than those shown in this paper.
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Results
High-Speed Corotating Streams and Associated XIagnetic
Field Structures
Figures I and 2 illustrate hourly averages of the magnetic field
and plasma data and geomagnetic indices for the year 1974,
Tlese figures are shown [o give an overview of the geornagneuc
activity for the entire year (high-resolution plots are available
upon request from the authors). In Figure 1, from top to bottom,
are the interplanetary magnetic field B: componerr[ in GSM
coordinates, Dsr, the solar wind speed, and the magnetic field
magnitude. In the GSM coordinate system, .; is toward the Sun,
~ is detined by ; x .;/1; .I ~ 1, and ~ forms a right-hand system
Here ; is the south magnetic pole direction. Figure 2, to the same
s c a l e , h a s GSJM Bx, By, solar wind proton density, and
[temperature. Solar wind speed is repeated in [he middle panel of
Figure 2 as a reference, so that this figure can be related to
features in Figure 1. At the top of both figures, the IMF sec[ors
are indicated, with the plus and minus signs indicating positive
and negative sectors. Positive sectors are those in which the fields
are directed outward from [he Sun,
There are several important points to note in Figure 1. The
first is that there are many high-speed streams present (sometimes
more [ban two per solar rotation) with peak speeds up to 800 km
S-l. L)dost s~rearns have a characteristic profile of a fast rise in
speed and a long decay [Neu,gebuuer and Snyder, 1966], Some
excellent examples of this are the three s[rearns within days 24-68
and the three streams within days 177-214. Other streams have
profiles which indicate that the streams are composed of several
partially overlapping events. Examples of the latter can be found
within days 161-176 (with “small-amplitude” stream onsets on
days 162, 163, 166, and 171 ) and within days 25-41 (with onsets
on days 25, 28, and 30).
In Figure 1, two main recurring streams are present in the first
two thirds of [he year. Stream onsets are present for the
consecutive 27-cfay periods of days 24, 51, 78, 105, 132, 159, 186,
213, and 240. This sequence also extends back in time into 1973
and also forward into 1975, but with less regularity than the events
discussed above. We will refer to this recurring stream as the
sequence 1 stream. A second sequence of streams is located
between the sequence 1 streams, with onsets on days 15, 41, 68,
95, 122, 150, 177, 204, and 231, ‘I’his second recurring strean~
will be called the sequence 2 stream. None of these streams had
fast forward shocks, in agreement with the .hirh and Wo~ [ 1976]
empirical model. Beyond day 231 the streams become somewhat
more complex, so we will focus on the first two thirds of the year.
The bottom panel of Figure 1 shows the hourly averages of the
magnetic field magnitude. The highest field magnitudes that
occurred during the year are located near the leading edges of the
high-speed streams. Almost all of the large fields that have hourly
averages greater than 15 nT are of this type. Examples are present
on days 25-26, 150-151, 161-162, 176-177, 187, and 204. The
maximum (hourly average) intensities for these events lie in the
range of 10 to 25 nT.
There were only four cases where hourly average field
strengths exceeded 30 nT. These events occurred on days 187,
232, 258, and 286. Three of these events are associated with
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major (Dsf S -100 nT) magnetic storms, labeled the A, B, and C
events, F.ach is associated with a solar ejects event and not w~th a
coro[ating stream. Ilis will be discussed in depth later.
lntcrplmretary Events Causing Magnetic Storms (Dsf)
The second panel of Figure 1 is the hourly average Dst values
for the year. There are two notable features in this panel. The
first is that there are only a few major (.Ds[ <-100 nT) magnetic
storms during the entire year. These are the previously mentioned
event A, on day 187 (Ds/ = -205 nT), event B on day 257 (D$r =
-140 nT), and event C on day 285 (Ds/ = -115 nT). All three ot’
the high-speed stream events are led by fast forward shocks
(shown later). These streams do not recur a[ 27-day intervals (it is
noted however, that the latter two events are separated by 28
days).
The next highes[ level of magnetic storm intensities during
1974 occurs in a narrow range of -85 nT S Dsr s -70 nT. here
are four storms in this grouping, and they occur on days 75, 80,
108, and 204. Each of the events is associated with large,
-15-nT (hourly average) interplanetary magnetic field
magnitudes, These large fields are locoted in and near the highvelocityflow- velocity stream interfaces, The stream events on
days 80 and 108 are sequence 1 cororating streams. The srresm
event on day 204 is a sequence 2 stream. I“he event on day 75 is a
smaller, impulsive stream located be[ween the two main sequence
corotating streams.
The storm intensities associated with the nicely periodic (27day) sequence 1 and 2 streorn structures are only modest at best.
As noted above, from day 1 to day 241, during nine solar rotations
and 18 major corotating stream appearances, there were only three
stream appearances associated with Dsr s -70 nl’ values, Most
(12 of 18 events) of [he above high-speed streams cause only
small Dsr disturbances of Dsf 2 -50 nT, Sometimes the
geomagnetic disturbances were not even perceptible in Ds/
F.xamples of this latter type of small (2 -25 nT) disturbance, or no
storm at all are present on days 15, 41, 68, 95, 123, 134, 150, 162,
177, 231, and 241. The peak speed gradient and peak magnettc
fields of these streams are not much different from those that
cause storms with intensities of Dst S -70 nT, however.
The top panel of Figure 1 is the IMF’ l?, component in GSLM
coordinates. Large, southward IIz spikes are coincident with
storms with -85 nT s Ds( S -70 nT, Examples can be found on
days 74-75, 80, 108, and 204, Other large southward Bz spikes (<
-10 nT) can be noted on days 24-25, 75 and 214. These events are
related to moderate intensity storms. Presumably, magnetic
reconnection is the mechanism of solar wind energy input into the
magnetosphere for these events,
Geoeffectiveness of the Two Corotating Steam Sequences
The two streams, sequences 1 and 2, vary in their
geoeffectiveness from solar rotation to rotation and over their
stream lifetimes. Of the }wo sequences, the first is more
geoeffective at the beginning of the interval studied. Sequence 1,
starting on day 25 and progressing at 27-day intervals, caused
peak Dst values of -65, -20, -75, -85, -45, -30, “A,” -60, and
-35 nT. The seventh event of the sequence near event A is
indeterminate because the large “A” storm overshadows any
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activity associated with the corotrtting stream. From Figure 1 the
reader can note that the speed of the stream decreases steadily
throughout the sequence. The peak speed starts near -800 km
S-l and declines [o - 600 km s-’ near the end of the sequence.
Seqtrcnce 2, star[ing at day 15 (and progressing at 27-day
intervals) caused peek 1)s[ values of -20, -20, -30, -50, -30, -25,
-40, -75, and -35 nl’, The peak speeds of the streams at the
beginning of the sequence have values of --600-650 km S-l. This
value rises more or less continuously throughout the sequence
un[il a peak speed of 800-8S0 km S-l is reached for the last four
appearances of the stream. A sharp magne[ic spike of magnitude
15-20 nT is present at the high-speed stream-slow stream
interaction regions during the last appearances of this sequence.
/\gain, there is not a direc[ relationship between peak solar wind
speed and D.rt
It should be noted that previous studies have described the
general relationship be[ween solar wind speed and geomagnetic
activity during this phase of the solar cycle. Sheeley e( al. [ 1976.
1977] and Gosling e[ al. [ 1976] have examined the same interval
of time (and other intervals as well) and have come up wl[h
slmllar but more general conclusions.
Positive Dst Intervals
Two other femrrcs in the Ds( plot are noteworthy, One is that
there are several intervals where Dst has positive (- +10 to +20
nT) values for several days at a time, I“hese features can be
related to specific solar wind parameters. Examples of positive
Ds[ events are found on days 14, 40, 50, 78, 105, 132, and 227.
Ile onsets of these events are gradual, and the magni[ude of Dsr
typically increases with time, The events start days before the
appearance of the high-speed streams. Each event is associated
with a slow solar wind stream located be[ween the two high-speed
coronal hole streams, For the events mentioned above, the
minimum iolar wind speed was approximately 350, 310, 330, 330,
31O, 330, and 300 km S“l, respectively. The densities during these
inrervals are 20, 10, 7, 12. 10, 8, and 30 cm”3, which are either
typical of solar wind densities or s[ightly on the high side, These
values increase with time to 20, 44, 38, 20, 30, 12, and 40 cm-3,
Although the solar wind speeds are low, the high plasma densiues
cause an increased ram pressure and thus the positive Dsf values.
I)st Recovery
Another feature to note in the DSI panel of Figure 1 is the very
long recovery phases for the small magnetic storms generated by
the corotating high-speed streams, Most recoveries last 1 week or
longer, sometimes even until the next stream arrives. This is
substantially different from what happens with storms that occur
at and near solar maximum (a standard decay time of the solar
maximum storms is <10 hours [Gonzalez er al., 1989]. In this
epoch, long recovery phases are the rule rather than the exception.
Some prime examples of this are found on days 25 to 35,80 to 92,
and 108 to 122 for the sequence 1 streams and days 204 to 214
and 231 to 241 for the sequence 2 streams. Many other examples
are present in the figure and for those in 1973 and 1975 (not
shown).
Some storm “recoveries” have Ds( negative intensities which
are relatively constant for days on end. Two good examples of

.
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this feature are present on clays 52-60 and 135-138. Both of these
events are associated with sequence 1 streams. CM day 52 the Dst
event onset coincides with a very small amplitude precursor solar
wind stream prior to the main, high-speed stream, and the Dst
depression continues well into and beyond the speed peak.
l’he days 135-138 went is shown in higher temporal resolution
in Figure 3. The panels are the solar wind plasma parameters,
plus interplanetary magnetic field components and magnitude, and
All and flsr. There is a moderate speed precursor stream on day
134 (Figure 1 ) prior to the sequence 1 stream. In Figure 3 the
slow rise in speed of the sequence 1 stream starts near the end of
day 135 and continues throughout day 138. Dsr lies betwccm --10
nT and -50 n’f’ for these four days. This region of more or less
continuous low-level Dsr occurs both on the trailing edge of the
precursor stream and on the leading edge of the larger sequence 1
corotating stream.
The causes of these small Dsf decreases can be understood by
examining simultaneous AE indices. There is almost a one-to-one
correspondence between substorrns (A.E) and ring current
increases (Ds/ decreases). Substorms are continuously occurring
during this 4-day interval. Substorrns cause the sporadic Dst
decreases and prevent a full recovery of the ring current to quiet
day values, This continuous AL’ activity is a high-intensity longduration continuous AL’ activity (III L. DCAA) event [Tsurumni
~I1d Gorlzfl/P:, 1987]. These substorms are caused by negative fl:
components which are parts of large-amplitude Alfv6n waves
[Tsurufani ef al., 1990]. The .Alfv6n waves will be discussed
later.
All of the other storm long recovery phase events are
associated with HIL, DCAA events. I’hese in turn are associated
with large-amplitude AlfvLn wave events where the wave
components have significant negative BZ components. One
possible interpretation of these results is that the Bs components of
the Alfvr% waves lead to magnetic reconnection and substorms,
and these substorms lead to the injection of small amounts of
particle energy into the outer regions of the magnetosphere where
they decay ropidly. More on this topic will be stated in the
following section.
Substorm (AE) Relationship to Storms (Dst)
Figure 4 gives the ap and AE indices for 1974 with the Dsr
index repeated as a reference. The AL? and Dsf indices are
l-hour values, and the ap indices are 3-hour values, As
previously stated, the annual AI? average is an exceptionally high
value of 283 nT [Saba, 1992], }Iowever, it can be noted that AE
rarely attains (hourly average) intensities above 1200 nT. All
cases of high AL% events occur during relatively large magnetic
storms, l’he AE >1200 nT intervals are found on days 54 (-1200
nT), 94 (-1400 nl), 109 (-1300 nT), 186-187 (-1400 nT), 204
(-1200 nT), 231 (-1200 nT), 241 (-1400 nT), 259 (-1400 nT),
270 (--1200 nl’), and 289-290 (-1300 nT). Eventsondays 186187,204, 231, and288-2890ccurred during storm rrlain phases.
on days 54, 109, 259, and 261 the peak AE events occurred
during stormre covet-yphases. Forthelatter cases, significant ring
current intensifications (Ds/ decreases) are associated with these
AE events.
To answer the question, ‘“If the peak AE values are not
exceptionally large, then what is it that causes the average AE
value for 1974 to be unusually high?”, we compare the AE index
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to Dst for sequence 1. Starting on day 25, we note that AE reaches
a peak intensity of -800 nT within one-half day, corresponding
quite closely to the Dst decrease in the storm main phase (day 25
is also shown in Figure 7; 2.5-rein average AE values are used for
[his latter tlgure). However, AE remains quite high for many days
afterward, up through day 31 and beyond. Throughout this
period, Dst generally recovers, but there are frequent small -10- to
20-nT decreases, indicating small ring current (energy) injections.
T%ellext occurrence of thehigh-speed strean~isonday 53. Al?
oscillates between -250 Ill’ and -1000 nT from day 53 through
day 60. Thesolar wind specddeciincs from apeakvalue of-750
km S-’ to -600km S-i throughout this interval. [)st has values
between -LO and -20 nT with no indication of decaying further.
Again, frequent srwrll Dst decreases are associated with AE
increases.
Thenex[ passage of this sequence 1 high-speed stream occurs
ondays 79-80. Apeak velocity of -750 kn)s”1 isreached on day
80, and the stream speed decays to -540 km s-l by day 86. On
day 79 there is a sharp increase in AE to peak values of -1000 nT.
This occurs concurrently with the storm main phase. AE remains
high until day 86, when there is a sharp but short drop and then a
return to high values.
‘l’he other appearances of the stream are similar ro those
discussed above. We skip to the last event where the streom speed
and strength have decreased substantially. The eighth appe~rance
of the stream occurs on day 214. On this day, AE abruptly
increases [o -750 nT, decreases to 250 nl, and increases again to
-800 nT on day 215, Two 1)s[ decreases correspond to these two
Al; events. AF; remains relatively high (100 to 600 nT) through
day 222, after which AE decreases below 200 nT, ‘I’he solar wind
speed decreases to <500 km S-l after day 222, The association
a m o n g V sw , AE, and Dst is general}y the same for stream
sequence 2.
Interplanetary Alfvtn Waves and HIt.DCAAs
What are the interplanetary feature(s) causing this ,4E activity?
Figure 5 gives an example of the IMF B: component in
substantially higher time resolution. Also included in the figure
are 2.5-n)in Af~ averages, B magnitude, and Ds[ It can be noted
from the llZ component of the field that the interplanetary
magnetic field is highly turbulent. Some of these field
fluctuations have large southward (lIs) values. A one-to-one
correlation can be noted between B: decreases and AE increases,
indicating that magnetic reconnection is driving rnagnetospheric
substorrns on Fkmh, Because the 11s events associated wirh these
fluctuations arc not as intense and do not last as long as those
associated with the storm main phase events, particularly for those
of the A, B, and C events (here typically Bs --5 to -10 nT with
durations of -30 min to -2 hours), the ring current particle
injections caused by the AlfvLn wave Bs events are not as
substantial. Other periods have been examined with the same
general findings,
A cross-correlation analysis of 24 hours of the plasma and
magnetic field y components is given in F:igure 6. At zero lag, Vy
and By have a peak correlation coefficient of 0,65, indicating that
these fluctuations are Alfv&r waves propagating outward from the
Sun [Belcher and Davis, 1971; Tsurutnni et al., 1990]. The
southward deviations in the field associated with these waves are
causing the high-latitude (auroral) geomagnetic activity through
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magnetic reconnection. Other 24-hour intervals where largearnplitude R: fluctuations were present were analyzed. We obtain
similar correlation coefficients peaked at zero lag. It’ the time
intervals of analyses arc shortened to 12 or 6 hours, the correlauon
coefficient increases to 0.8 or larger.
These relatively intense Af~ events presented here are similar to
the HIL.DCAA events previously noted during solar maximum
[TsI/rwkw~i and Cotwalez, 1987; T~urwani et al., 1990]. ‘f’he only
apparent difference is that the Afi; events discussed here do not
necessarily tlt the stringent requirements that the AE index remain
above [he 200-rrT threshold for 48 hours and that AL” < 200-nT
intervals are less than 2 hours in duration. This somewhat
arbitrary }IIL.IXAA definition was/is artificial, and the important
thing here is that more or less continuous auororal substorms
(II IL. DCAAS) are produced by the B$ c o m p o n e n t s o f
interplanetary Alfv&r waves.
The cause of the strong AL’ activity during 1974 is the presence
of the two high-speed corotating streams that contain largeamplitude Al fv6rl waves throughout the streams. The waves are
almost continuously present, far more so than during solar
maximum intervals When this plasma and fielct impinge on the
Earth’s magnetosphere, [ht southward field turnings associated
with the wave iluctoations cause magnetic reconnection and
consequential high levels of AE: activity. The waves appear to be
most geoeffcctive when the solar wind speeds are near their
maximum values, AE is found to decrease with decreasing solar
wind speed, particularly when V~lv decreases below 500 km s-[.
Speed is probably not the only physical cause, however. The
wave amplitudes are larger in the region of peak speed and
generally decrease with decreasing speed.
lwenty-Seven-Day

Periodic Quiet Geomagnetic Intervals

Intervals of geomagnetic quiet have been noted as well (see
Figure 1). There are small intervals where AE ]s generally less
than 200 nT for days at a time, These events are found in
intervals that precede the onset of the high-speed corotatlng
streanls. Examples of events somewhat prior to the sequence 1
streams are found on days 22-24, 49-50, 77-78, 102-105, 130-133,
and 224-227. Each of these intervals also partially overlaps with
intervals where Ds/ is positive (discussed previously).
Four of the six Iow-AP,’ events mentioned above have common
interplanetary features, In these cases the velocities decrease from
560 to 310 km s’1, 520 to 300, 460 to 360, and 400 to 360 (with a
minimum of 300 km s“), respectively, The magnetic field
magnitude ranges from 6 to 3 nT, 7 to 5, 6 to 8, and 5 to 3 nT
during these intervals. The B: component variability during these
intervals was generally small, There is a general absence of
Alfv&r waves. There also may be a slight tendency for these
intervals to have an average positive IIz value.
Several plasma features are generally consistent during the
above four events. They occur within the far tr:iiling portion of
high-speed streams. The speeds start near 500 km S-l and
decrease with time, The temperatures also decrease and the
plasma densities increase throughout the eyents. The densities
start at values near the lowest detected in solar wind, -3 cm -3,
and increase to substantial values (as the HCS is approached). For
the five cases, N increases from 23 to 65 cm-3 (just prior to the
stream onset and HCS crossing at the start of day 25), 3 to 12 cm -3
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(including a broad HCS crossing from days 105-106), 3 to 11 cm-3
(just prior to a HCS crossing at the end of day 133), and 5 to 40
cm”3 (just prior to the HCS crossing at the beginning of day 231).
The higher ram pressures associated with the enhanced
interplanetary densities and the lack of ring current energy
injections (due to the presence of relatively weak IZ?I without
directional fluctuations) are the causes of the posi[ive Dsr values.
The two events that did not follow this general pattern are
found on days 49-50 and 77-78. The first occurred in a low solar
wind speed region, 340 [o 430 km s“’, just prior to the HCS
crossing on day 51. The density was relatively high, 10 to 30
cm-3. The magnetic field varied from 9 to 4 nT. All of these
plasma and field features are similar to those occurring near the
end of the previous five events. The only difference is that the
event was not associated with a trailing portion of a high-speed
stream. The magnetic field was also distinctly northward during
this interval.
The final quiet event of [he seven events, the even[ on days 777S, is associated with a moderate speed impulsive stream which is
located midway between a sequence 2 stream (onset on day 68)
and a sequence 1 stream (onset at the end ot’ day 79). The small
stream creates a large magnetic magnimde compression on days
75-76 and a magnetic storm onset on day 75 associated with an
intense I]f event at the front end of the stream. In the quiet
interval the IMF magnitude decreases from 15 nT to 5 nT, and the
density varies from 15 to 4 err-3. The HCS crossing occurs at the
beginning of day 79, just after the geomagnetic quiet event. The
main cause of this parncular interval of geomagnetic quiet is that
B: is positive throughout the stream interval.

Twenty-Seven-Day Recurrence in up Activity
The top panel in Figure 4 is the up index. This index is
constructed from midlatitude magnetometer stauons. The index is
sensitive to and therefore represents bo[h ring current and auroral
activity. By using ap alone, it is difticult/impossible ro tell
whether the activity is storm (Dsf ) activity or high-latitude
subs[orm (,4P,) activity. I’he ap index is largest during the main
phases of the largest storms. }Iowever, [he index also picks up
both the sequence 1 and sequence 2 corotatirrg stream Alfv4n
wave-related events as well, There is a clear 27-day periodiclty in
this index. The 1973 and 1975 data contain similar features, The
most intense up intervals are those associated with impulsive
streams (ejects events), but there are clear 27-day period icities
associated with the coronal hole-associated streams as well, Ilus
if one examined ap indices alone, one could obtain the impression
that there were intense 27-day recurring geomagnetic storms
rather than 27-day recurring intense high-latitude auroral activity
(there are recurring magnetic storms but they are low in intensity),
From these 3 years of study there are no 27-day recurnrtg intense
(Dst <-100 nT) magnetic storms,

Corotating Stream Case Studies
To illustrate the types of phenomena associated with
southward L?< values that lead to the moderate Dst magnetic. storms
during 1974, we show two specific interplanet~ corotating storm
examples. We will examine our high-speed corotating stream
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events at the beginning of the sequence 1 streams and rm event
near the end of the sequence 2 streoms.
Day 25
Prior to the beginning of’ the event illustrated (Figure 7), the
field has excep~ionally low values of -1 n’r at 1445-1700 UT’ on
day 24 and has an orientation that is in neither a plus or minus
sector polarity (see };ig,ures 1 and 2). The solar wind has a low
velocity (300-3 10 km s-l) as well as a low proton temperature (-2
x 104 K). The plasma density is high, -20-30 cnl’~, and causes
positive Dst values. These plasma features give a good inr.iication
that the spacecraft (and Earth) is probably near the HCS [see
W’inrerhalfer er al., 1994]. The low rnagnet!c field strengths (and
therefore low potential 112 values) caLlse very low Al? values, as
discussed previously,
From 1700 U-I’ on day 24 to 1200 (JT on day 25 [here are
Steady trends in several of [he piasma parameters. I’he magnetic
field incrcascs from -1 nT to 25 nT. N increases from 15 cm”3 to
80 cm”~ (at -0500 UT) and then decreases to 30 crrl-3, l’here are
no significon[ veloci[y anti temperature gradients until -0400 LJT
on day 25. At the beginning of this interval the soiar wind speed
starts at 330 km S’r and rises, and the temperature starts at 3 x i04
K and rises. fly 1200 LJ-i’, day 25, V,W is -450 km S“l and 7’ is
-5.5 x i05 K. The increasing plasma densi[y leads to an increase
in the soiar wind ram pressure and hence a peak Dsr of - + 35 nT
at -0200 UT on day 25,
Beyond 1200 UT on day 25 the velocity conrinues to incresse,
reaching a maximum of 775 km S“i at -1900 Ul on day 25, The
temperature reaches a nlaxinlum of -6 x l@ K from 08tXl to 19 iO
LJT on day 25 and suddenly decreases to 4 x 105 K a[ 19i0 UT,
This abrupt decrease is due to the presence of a reverse shock,
identified in the piasma and fieid parameters. l’he soiar wind
speed jumps from 620 km s“ I to 740 km s“’, [he density abruptly
decreases from 12 to 5 crn-~, and the magnetic fieid magnitude
decreases from 22 to 10 nT, This exampie of a reverse shock
occurring at 1 AU is fairiy common (-20’XO) in the corota[ing
streams studieci, Note that the decrease in freid magnitude is aiso
accompanied by a decrease in B~. 3’he reverse shock causes a
sharp decrease in flf (in time) and starm the recovery phase of the
storm. l’his is the opposite of the (forward) shock compression
events causing s(ornl onsets [7 Lrurufani er aL, i988, and events A
and Fi of this pzrpe.r].
Aithough there is a ciear reverse shock, there is no
accomparlying forward shock, This is contrary to the general
picture presented by .hnirh and Wo~ [ 1976], which has forward
shocks occurring at -1.5 AU and reverse shocks at -2,5 AU. One
speculation for [he lack of a companion forward shock is the
unusual piasma conditions upstream of the corotating stream (the
FICS and its j,lasma sheet), The density is very high (up to 80
cm- 3) at this interaction region, and the magnetic fieid strength IBI
-25 nT is intense because of the stream-stream interaction, After
i300 UT on day 25, when the velocity gradient is steepest, the
density is 20-25 cnl-3 and decreasing. l“he field is a relatively
constant -25 nT. Thus the local Aifv&r speed is 90 km s -1 at i 300
UT and increases with time. The soiar wind speed is oniy 480 km
S-l, so the lack of a stronger velocity gradient and the relatively
high Aifv&n wave speed may prevent a forward shock from
forming. See also discussion by Belcher and Davis [ 1971],

Hurdhausen [1973, 1985] and Pi.zzo [1985] for concepts/models
of fast shock formation in the heliosphere.
The location of the HCS is somewhat difficult to place in this
case, The IMF’ is clearly a negative sector polarity (positive B,,
negative By) after -0000 UT on day 25. Prior to that time the
polarity is mixed or is in an orthospiral (orthogonal to the normal
Parker spiral) orientation. The largest plasma densities are on the
same side of the HCS as the high-speed stream, possibly
indicating that this may be compression due [o the stream-stream
interaction. However, it should be no[ed that the magnetic field
intensification is found well behind the density enhancement,
The B: that causes the storm is clearly related to the corotating
stream interaction with the HCS and its plasma sheet. B: steadily
decreases from +3 nT at 1200 UT on day 24 to -10 nT at 0400 UT
on day 25 as the HCS plasma sheet density increases from 12 to
60 cm-3. l’he most intense B, freld during the event occurs from
0600 UT to 0655 UT on day 25 with a peak intensity of 16 nT.
I’hrs intense southward IMF is coincident with the magnetic storm
onset, The location of this Rs event is found at the base of the
HCS plasma sheer/stream in[erface. l’he speed of the s[re~m is
only 370 km s-t at the time.
II is noted that the fl~ fluctuations causing the storm are parts
of large-amplitude B: variations. The origins of the intense B:
fluctuations are not presently known. They may be locally
generated from stream-stream interaction effects, or they may be
amplified .Alfvtn waves from the coronal hole stream. Tests are
curlently being run, We note that the field magnitude decrease
across the reverse shock (in time) is a factor of -2,5. We OISO note
that the Alfv&r wave transverse amplitudes decrease by a similar
factor. This finding is suggestive that the latter hypothesis may be
the correct one,
Recent LJlysses results are in accord with the suggestion that
the above fluctuations are Alfv&n waves. The Ulysses magnetic
field and plasma results have indicated that polar coronal holes
consist of a relatively steady high-speed stream of 750-800 km
S-’ [Phillips ef al., 1994] with the presence of large-amplitude
(AB/lBl -1-2) Alfvin waves throughout the stream [Tsurutwri e~
al., 1994; Smith er al., 1995]. Presumably, these are rhe same
solrrr wind structures that reach the ecliptic plane during the
descending phase of the solar cycle, The embedded fluctuations
would then propagate/be convected into and become part of the
stream-stream interaction region (up to the. high-speed
stream/low-speed stream interface, assuming it is a tangential
discontinuity).
Day 177
The corotating stream event for days 176 through 179 is
illustrated in Figure 8. At 1200 UT’ on day 176, well prior to the
stream onset, V$w is -315 km S-l, N is -10 CM -3. T is -.5 x 104 K,
and IBI is -6 nT. At the very beginning of the stream gradient,
-0000-0600 UT on day 177, the density increases to 35-65 cm-3,
The increased solar wind ram pressure causes Dst to reach -+35
nT during this interval. Since the solar wind speed increase is
only slight, the Dsr (ram pressure) increase is due almost entirely
to the density enhancement.
The magnetic freld magnitude also abruptly increases with the
density increase. Peak values of -25 nT are reached near -0603
UT on day 177. However, somewhat different from the plasma
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density profile, the magnetic field intensity remains high until
-1500 UT on day 177. Thus the density enhancement is located
at the very base of the corotating stream and the magnetic field
enhancement further within the stream gradient, The cororating
stream peak speed of 750-800 km s-1 is attained at -0000 UT on
day 178 when the field has decreased to a steady -7 nT.
The location of the HCS can be noted by examining the INIF
BY and Bx components. Prior to -0500-0600 UT on day 177, B,~
is-generally negative, and after that time, f3Y is positive, There is a
broad discontinuity from -0500 to 0600 “UT, when By reverses
sign. Prior to -0500 UT, Zlr is positive, and after -1000 UT, B,r is
generally negative, Thus orw can possibly interpret the -0500 to
0600 UT interval as a crossing from a negative sector field to a
positive sector field.
The largest and longest duration negative B: event occurs at
this transition. B: has a value of - -15 nT for -1 hour, his is
coinciden[ wi[h the fly sign reversal. The negative B: event marks
the start of the small storm (Dst <-15 nT). Ile nature of the field
within the high field region is again of a highly fluctuating nature.
These fluctuations could be interpreted as amplified A{fv&n
waves. Subsequent negative IIz values on days 178-179,
associated with Alfv6n waves, Icadto apeak D$( --45 nT on day
178.
IICS Crossings and Geomagnetic Activity
We have examined all of the other magnetic storm events
occurring during 1974 with Dsr S -50 nT. We wish to determine
whether there is any dependence on the polarity of the lMF, a
dependence that might be present iftheequinoctial hypothesis is
the predominant cause of these smaller storms [Ru.rJel/ and
McF’herron, 1973; Crooker er al., 1992a], (however, see
discussion by Gonzulez erul, [1993]). We have also examined
the data for possible storm seasonal dependence. There are
fourteen Dsr S-50 nTevents in all. Seven of these are associated
with HCS +/- crossings and seven are associated with -/+
crossings. Thus there is no obvious HCS crossing polarity
dependence. Although there is no HCS crossing dependence,
there is someevidencet hat negative sectors within March-April
and positive sectors within September-October tend to favor [)s/
enhancement, in agreement with the Russell -lMc Pherron
mechanism, l“hisslight effect can bcseen in Figure 1,

Major Storm (Dst <-100 nl) Case Studies
Event A
The “A” event was the largest magnetic storm that occurred
during 1974. It can be noticed in Figure 1 that the stream(s)
responsible for the storm do(es) not occur either 27 days before or
after. In the figure it can be noted that the storm is composed of
three distinct main phase components, each main phase more
intense than the previous one. These main phases are related to
three separate streams, each led by fast-forward shocks. Each
stream is nonrecurring rather than corotating,
In Figure 9 we show the high-resolution Ifz, IBI, speed, density,
and temperature values for the A event from 1200 UT on day 185
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until 2400 LH_ on day 187. The first fast-forward shock occurs at
0109 UT on day 185 (not shown), The magnetic field
compression associated with this shock crossing was relatively
small owing [o the low stream speed of only 490 km s-i. Figure 9
shows the second forward shock at 1532 UT on day 185
(indicated by a dashed vertical Line). Thepeak stream spcedis
again only -490 km S-l. ‘1’he magnetic field magnitude increases
from -9rrT’to 15nTacross the shock, Well behind the shock at
Z~4S LJ’~ there is a sharp IMF discontinuity in which the field
changes from a nor[hward value to orre directed southward. ‘I’he
11~ component becomes -9 to 12 nT and remains at this value
throughout [hestrearn. Apeak Ds~value of-85 nT develops at
0700 UT, day 186. Then) ostintense main phase onset is related
to the third, higher-speed ejects, The speed increases from an
upstream value of -450km s“’ ma postshock speed of 600km
S-l, Bs incremes from avalueof 10nTupstream to over -25 nT
downstremn. The cause of the intense B$ event that causes the
storm is shock compression of preexisting upstream B~ fields.
From 0410 UT until 0640 U’r,day 187, thedensi[y isin the
range of -35cm”3, andthetemperature is-2x 1~~ K (not shown),
The high plasma densities and temperatures do not Frt with the
possibility of [his being part of the driver gas for the event,
Event It
This interplanetary event is another nonrecurring event Icd by
aninterplanetarys hock( see Figure 1). Theeverrt is shown in high
resolution in Figure 10. Thes[ormsharponset isagain caused by
shock compression ofpreexisting southward tleids. The f?:fieldis
--15 nTpriorto the shock (causing adecrease in fjsr),becomes
compressed to <-40 nTat the shock at 1350 UTon day 258, and
remains at high negative values until 1432 UT, B, then oscillates
between +5rrTand-40nTuotil 1622 LJT, when i~remains at-40
nT. B: then maintains -40to -50-nTleve~ until 1830 UTon day
258.
We have searched for a classical driver gas, using most of the
Zwickl ef al. [1983] criteria (low temperatures, enhanced He
abundances, and quiet magnetic fields), but have not found an
obvious region, l’he fields between 1830 and 2400 UT, day 258,
are large and somewhat devoid of waves, The interval has low
plasma densities (l-5 cm”3) as well, }Iowever, the temperature
remains high (-6-8 x 10< K) throughout this region, contrary to
the Zwickl et al, criteria for a driver gas. Although it is possible
that this may be a driver gas (without all Zwickl er al, criteria
met), it is not the major cause of the B$ event responsible for the
storm main phase and does not warrant further study within this
paper.
What is the cause of the highly turbulent fields within the
above LIZ event? Ile answer can be found by looking at the other
field components and the field magnitude. Prior to the shock
passage, the IMF is in the orthospiral direction with large negative
By (- -10 nT) and an even larger negative Bz (-15 to -20 nT)
component. In the interval (1432 to 1622 UT) when Bz varies
from +5 nT to -40 nT, Bx is large and positive (20 to 30 nT), and
By is positive (O to 10 nT) but less intense than Bx. There are also
large magnetic field magnitude decreases associated with the field
directional changes, indicative of the presence of strong local
currents. After the field fluctuation region, from 1622 UT and
later, [he Bx and By fields are well ordered, with values of -10 nT
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and +10 nT, respectively. This is a positive sector field
orientation, Thus one possible interpretation of the field
fluctuations between 1432 and 1622 UT is that this is a multiple
crossing of the heliosphenc current sheet or the crossing of several
separate current sheets [Crooker er al., 1992 b]. F’rior to the highspeed event the plasma density is high and the velocity low (not
shown), indicating an approach to the HCS region. The clear
orientation of the field afterward is perhaps the strongest evidence
for the hy?~othesis of a current sheet crossing,

I

Event

c

The third most in[ense storm during 1974 is again associated
with a nonrecurring stream led by a fast-forward shock (Figure
11). The shock event occurs at 1245 UT on day 285, when the
magnetic field magnitude increases from 5 nT to -12 nT, the solar
wind speed from 400 to 500 km S-l, and density from -10 to --20
cm-3, Shock compression of the interplanetary fields increases B:
from +5 nT to +12 nT, The initial phase of the storm (posl[ive Dsr
values) starts with the shock passage and associated high solar
wind ram pressure,
The southward IMF responsible for the storm is associated
with the driver gas fields. This is clearly deno[ecl by the smooth
magnetic fields detected at 2100 UT extending to 0135 UT on day
287 (the full extent is not shown). lle fields are large and smooth
with little wave activity and essentially no discontlnuities (of all of
the criteria used to identify the driver gas this is one of the best
presently available; however, no one measure works 100% of the
time). This is consistent with the standard picture of a magnetic
cloud [Ir’uriqa er al., 1987] within a driver gas [.Zwick/ et ai.,
1983; ?’sururani e[ a{., 1988; for a discussion of the relationship
among magnetic clouds, CLMES and driver gases, see Tsurutani
and Gonzalez, 1995a]. The magnetic field B: decreases to -15 nT
at -0200 UT, day 286, and remains at this large value until 1400
UT on day 286, Near the end of the magnetic cloud at 0130 UT
on day 287 the B: component rises to +5 nT.
All three interplanetary events are ejects events. Event A was
caused by three superposed streams, Event Ft is an ejects event
which occurs where the corotating streams begin {o become quite
complex (as mentioned previously), Event C is due to a stream
whose peak speed is less than 530 km s-i, This latter event has a
clean profrlc of a fast rise-slow decay signature and is impulsive
in nature,

Solar Sources of the A, B, C Interplanetary
Events?
Possible solar sources for the three high-speed streams (A, B,
C events) were sought by examining the Solar-Geophysical Data
(Boulder, Colorado) and the World Data Center A for SolarTerrestrial Physics, report UAG-52, 1974. The speeds of the
high-speed streams at 1 AU were also used to IU}C out events that
would require unreasonably high or unreasonably low transit
speeds.

~----------------- -----------
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Event A
Three small lB/2B flares were the most intense events during
this period region (region 13043, day 184, 0259-0318-0412 UT,
day 185, 0801-0840-0928 UT’, and 1338-1357-1442 UT’).
Becouse even[ A is a compound event involving three
interplanetary shocks, one might hope that these three flares
would correspond to the three interplanetary shocks at 1 ALJ.
However, the timir)g for the first two flares was within 24 hours of
the detection of the shocks at 1 AU, Such unreasonably short
transit times rule out these !lares as possible sources, unless one
assumes that very large deceleration is occurring between the sun
and 1 AU.
The solar flare event at 0259 UT on day 184 is the only event
tha[ fits any of the three shocks time-wise. if one considers the
last shock occurring at -0000 UT on day 187, an average speed of
-604 km s“’ is determined. This is in good agleement with the
measured postshock flow speed of -600 km s“’. However, no
solar events could be related to the other two solar wind streams,
The latter two are more important in terms of producing the
geomagnetic storm. ~’his event can be thought of as a compound
stream, as discussed by Durlrrga e( al. [1987],
Event B
l’he interplanetary shock is detec[ed at 1350 UT on day 258.
The postshock flow speed is -645 km S-l. Assuming a constant
flow from the Sun to the Earth, this would correspond to a transit
time of -2.7 days. The only obvious solar event during this time
is a 2B flare on September 13. If this solar event is the cause of
the interplanetary ejects, the ejects would have to have had an
average transit speed of -850 km s-i, This is quite high
considering the measured speed at 1 AU. ‘IIis solar event seems
There were no prominence
like an unlikely candidate.
disappearance events during the interval of interest,
Event C
The shock was detected at 1 AU at 1245 UT on day 285, The
only prominent flare that occurred within the general time interval
was on day 284 at 0325 UT, There were no prominence
disappearance events in the interval of interest, The 2B flare
occurred less than a day and a half prior to the detection of the
shock at 1 AU. Because the stream speed was quite low, -500 km
s. 1, [his solar even[ seems unlikely to be related to the storrncausing stream.
It has been extremely difficult to identify solar events
associated with the A, B, and C storm-causing solar wind streams
detected at I AU, These three nonrecurring events probably did
not have optical or X ray counterparts.

Summary and Discussion
1. In 1974, only moderate (-100 n’I’ S Dst S -50 nT), weak
(-50 nl S Dst S -25 nT), or negligible (-25 n’f’ < Dsr) magnetic
storms were caused by corotating streams. Corotating streams
were not responsible for major (Dsr S -100 nT) magnetic storms.
Although the fast stream-slow stream interactions (corotating
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strearrtiHCS plasma sheet interactions) created intense fields with
hour~y average lBl -15-25 nT and Bz s -10 nT, the B: component
was typically highly fluctuating. The Gonzalez and Tsurutani
[1987] criteria for a major (Dst S -100 nT) magnetic storm (during
solar maximum), a dawn-to-dusk E,w 25 mV/n) (approximately
comparable to B3 s -10 nl’) and T >3 hours, were not met at any
of [he corotating stream compression regions. l’he B~ value was
often greater than 10 nT, but the time duration was less than 3
hours. Thus it is possible that this empirical criterion derived
from a so~ar maximum interval, may also hold during the
descending phase of the solar cycle as well. Sinlilar results were
found for 1973 and 1975 as well (not shown).
2. The extrenwly high annual 2.5-rein AE average of 283 nT
for 1974 was due to the presence of two corotating streams that
contained continuous, large-amplitude Alfven waves. As the
magnetic field of the wave rotates southward, magnetic
reconnection takes place at the Earth’s magnetosphere, and a
substorrn occurs. AS the field rotates northward, it turns off
reconnection, and the substorm terrmnates. The quasi-periodic
southward components cause the quasi-periodic substorm activity,
called }lll. DCAAS.
3. I’he magnctlc storrt~s caused by the corotating coronal hole
streams have extremely long decay umes, some[irnes greater than
-10 days, even weeks. These are caused by the presence of
111[.DC/\As within the recovery phase, Substorms comprising the
HI[,DCAAS inject small amounts of ring curren[ particle energy
into the outer regions of the magnetosphere that are detected as
slight Ds~ decreases. The continuous substorms (and particle
injections) tend to keep the ring current at a quasi-steady srate and
do not allow it to recover to its quiet time value, The relatively
rapid 2- to 3-hour decay of these small Dsr events is unexplained
at this time, however. One possible explanation is that the
particles gradient drift to the magnetopause and are convected into
the magnetosheath. Another possibility is the IMF B~ part of the
Alfv6n wave may play a role in outward radial convection of the
nightside ring current. A third possibility is that rapid paflicie loss
[o the aurora] ionosphere caused by wave-particle interactions is
occurring,
4, Intervals of geomagnetic quiet are associated with the far
trailing portion of corotating streams where 1111 is low (<3 nT) and
there is an absence of Alfvinic fluctuations,
5, The physical mechanism for the “initial” (positive Dsr)
phases of magnetic storms is considerably different from that for
fast ejects events, P’or corotating streams it is the HCS plasma
sheet and the stream-stream compressive effects that lead- to the
high solar wind plasnla densities. These density enhancements
can occur well ahead of high lBl intensities, and thus longduration, purely positive Dst events result. Although the solar
wind speeds in these regions are generally quite low, -300-350
krn s-l, the densities are often an order of magnitude larger than
average values, allowing significant ram pressure increases and
the storm initial phase,
6. ‘I’he three major (Dst < -100 nT) magnetic storms that
occurred in 1974 were not created by the corotating streams. All
three were associated with moderate speed streams led by fastforward shocks. The streams were not particularly notable (the
highest had a speed of -600 km s-1), and afl were located near the
HCS crossings. one speculation that we propose is that these
relatively smallish events might be related to the coronal hole
expansion, i.e., the opening of additional magnetic flux in the
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corona. It was not possible to find any (small) solar flares or
prominence eruptions associated with the interplanetary events.
7, Reverse shocks are present in corotating streams at 1 AU
about -20% of the time. They are not accompanied by forward
shocks. If the prior fields had a southward direction, the decrease
in magnetic field magnitude that occurs with a reverse shock
crossing (from downstream to upstream in time) causes the onset
of the storm recovery phase.
8. The causes of the B~ events responsible for (he A, B, and C
magnetic storms were shock compression of preexisting
southward Bz for the two largest storm events and Bs within a
magnetic cloud for the weakest event.
A schematic of geomagnetic active and geomagnetic quiet
intervals summarizing the above results is given in Figure 12.
Region 1 is the distant trailing portion of a high-speed stream.
The speed is relatively low and is decreasing with time. The
magnetic field magnitude is low and devoid of large-amplitude
/\lfvdn waves. This is a region where AE is lowest (other than
times when B: is northward for long intervals of time; see
7surt~fcmi and Gonzcde: [1995 b]. In region 2 the plasma density
is high owing to the presence of naturally occurrirjg high densities
near the HCS (the }ICS plasma sheet) and also to stream-stream
compressive effects. This region, when incident upon the
magnetosphere, leads to positive D.rt values. After the passage of
this density enhancement, if [he subsequent IMF has significant
southward components causing a storm main phase, then the prior
positive L)st will appear as a storm initial phase (without a sudden
commencement), If there are no trailing southwardly directed
fields, the former will only be a posi[lve [h~ event. Region 3
contains the high-intensity magnetic fie~ds associated with streamstream compressive effects. Southward deflections of the IMF
lead to small or moderate magnetic storms. Note that at 1 AU this
high field region is located at the beginning of the gradient of the
high-speed stream and is not near the region where the gradient or
velocity is the highest, This is considerably different from what
happens with storms that occur durin: solar maximum (for shock
compression of 11~ this occurs at h!gh-speeds just behind the
forward shock; for magnetic clouds this occurs near the pe~k
ejects speeds), Because the fields in the interaction region are
highly fluctuating, the storm main phases are also highly irregulw
in profile. Region 4, at [he peak and trailing portions of the highspeed stream, is characterized by Alfv&ric ffLSCtLINIC)rLS in B: and
concomitant continuous auroral activity (HILDCAAs). The Af?
intensity is highest near the peak of the stream and decreases with
decreasing Solar wind speed and Alfv&r wave amplitudes. Recent
Ulysses high-latitude results have given us additional information
which help put these in-ecliptic observations/results into context.
Phillips ef al, [1994] have shown that the solar wind associated
with polar coronal holes has constant speeds near 750-80Q km S-l,
Tsururani ef al. [1 994] and Srni(h er al. [1995] have shown that
Alfv&n fluctuations within such streams have continuous
transverse fluctuations with AB/lBl -1 to 2. Thus the most intense
HILDCAAS are associated with cases in which the coronal hole
stream proper impinges on the magnetosphere. l’railing portions
of the streams (rarefaction regions) have lower Alfv.4nic wave
amplitudes and thus are less geoeffective, consistent with the
above observations.
Why does the idea of 27-day recurring magnetic storms
persist? At the time of the Chrspmrm and Bartels [ 1940] book,
only midlatitude indices such as ap were available. From these
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indices, one could not tell whether the geomagnetic activity was
due to storms or substorms, From this study we clearly show that
both are present. However, we note that the dominant cause of up
periodicity is the long-duration auroral activity (HILDCAAS)
throughout the corotating stream.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. The IMF Rz, Ds(, V~w, and IMF lBj for 1974. TW’O
sequences of corotating streams are indicated in the solar wind
speed panel. These streams are responsible for moderate to weak
magnetic storms. The three largest intensity magnetic storms are
called out as the A, B, and C events. These storms are caused by
fast ejects from the Sun and are not related to corotating streams
The sectors are denoted at the top of the figure.
Figure 2. Same format as Figure 1, but for IMF Bl, R}, VsW, N
and T.
Figure 3. Dst in a “recovery” phase of a magnetic storm. Vsw, N,
T, the IMF, AE and Dsf or days 135 through 138, 1974. lle ring
current does not have a classic decay profile, but Dst stays within
the range of - -10 to -50 nT for days. Short Dsf decreases are
accompanied by southward Bz (B$) events and AE increases.
Presumably, magnetic reconnection through the B: southward
turnings causes the injection of fresh plasma into the
magnetosphere, leading to small enhancements of the ring cument.
Figure 4. Hourly averages of ap, AE and Dsr for 1974
Figure 5. The lMF B magnitude, l?z, AE and Ds~ for day 136,
1974. Increases in Bs and AE and slightly delayed increases in
Dsr are illustrated by this example.
Figure 6. Cross correlation between the solar wind V}, and BY for
day 136, 1974. The peak correlation coefficient “at zero lag
indicates that the By and Vy fluctuations are Alfv&n waves
propagating outward from the Sun.
Figure 7. The Dsf - -65 nT storm created by a corotallng
streatiheliospheric current sheet (lICS) interaction on day 25,
1974.
Figure 8. A Ds/ --45 nT magnetic storm created by a corotating
streand}lCS plasma sheet interaction on days 177-178.
Figure 9. Iwo of the s[rearns and shocks responsible for the day
185-187 complex magnetic storm (the A event). The solar wind
speed, density, magnetic field magnitude, and Bz componenl are
displayed. }Iourly average Dsf is given in the bottom panel.
Figure 10. The B storm event. The Bs event responsible for the
storm is created by shock compression of upstream fl$ fields.
Figure 11. The C storm event. The storm is created by B~ within
the driver gas (a magnetic cloud).
Figure 12, A schematic of the solar wind causes of geomagnetic
quiet, small to moderate magnetic storms, and HILDCAAS during
the descending phase of the solar cycle,
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Figure Captions
Figurel. The IMFBi, D.rf, V~w, and IMFIBlfor 1974. ~w’osequences ofcorotating strcallls are indicated
in the solar wind speed panel. These streams are responsible for moclerate to weak magrw[ic storms The
three largest intensity magnetic stom]sarecaliedout asthe A,l{, and Cements. Thcsestcmn sarecausedby
fast ejectafrorn the Sun and are not related tocorotating streanls. The se( tors are denoted at the top of the
figure.
Fi~ure2, Sarrlefornlat as Figure l, but forlMFBx, BY Vsw, Nmd T.
Figure 3. Dsrin a “recovery” phase ofa magnetic storm. V$w, N,7, tt]elMF, AEand I~sfm days 13S
through 138, 1974, Thenngcument does nothave aclassic decay profile, t>ut Dst stays within the range of-l 0to-50nT for days. Short Dst decreases areaccon~panied bysouttlwa[d Bz(Bs)events ar~~~AE increases
Presumably, magnetic reconnection throtrgh the Bzsouthw’ard turnings causes the [njec[ior( of fresh plasma
into the magnetosphere, leading to small enhancements of the ring current.
Figure4. Hourly averages ofap, AEand Dslfor 1974.
Figure5. The IMFfimagnitude, Bz, AEand Dst for day 136, 1 9 7 4 . ln:reases in Bsand A~; andslightiy
delayed increases in Ds[ are illustrated by this example.
Figure 6. Cross conflation between the solar wind VY and Bv for da> 136, 1974. ~’hc peak correlation
coefficient atzerolag indicates that the B,, and ,Vv flucr’uatiorls hre Alfvfn waves propagatln goutward from
the Sun,
Figure7. The Dst --65 nT storm created by a corotating streantieliospll eric current shee[ ( HCS) interaction
onday 25, 1974.
Figure8. ADs( --4 Snln]agnetic storm created by acorotating stream/HCS plasmas tlect interactlonon
days 177-178.

Figure9, Twoofthe streams andshocks responsible for the day 185-187 complex ma~T,e[ic storn~ (the A
event). The solar wind spe.ed, density, magnetic field magnimde, and~l: component aredlsplayed. Hourly
average Ds[ is given in the bottom panel.
Figure 10, The B s(orm event, The Bsevent responsible forthestornl iscreated bysh{Jrk cc]1~~pressionof
upstream Bs fields.
Figurell, The Cstornl event. Thcstorm iscreated by Il$wi[}lint hedrJverg as(:tn]agrleticc ]c)L]d).
Figure 12. Aschen]atic of thesolar wind causes of2eomagnetic quie[, srnailtomodcra[e
and }il LDCAAsduring thcdescending phase of the solar cycle.

magnetic storms,

